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Insights to Drive
Your Learning Strategy
Blend your learning, HR & business data for ecosystem-wide
insights that streamline your learning and offer instant visibility.

How does it work?
Our LRS collects your data. Our experts work with you to establish pristine data imports, and then
you access reports via our Learning Analytics Platform (LAP). Think of the LAP as the command
center for all your learning programs—the key interface between learning data and the broader
enterprise data ecosystem.

WatershedLRS.com
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AGGREGATE DISPARATE DATA

Collect data on learning experiences from across your
learning ecosystem. You no longer have to analyze your data
in silos—use Watershed to bring it all together.

AUTOMATE REPORTING

Stop manually creating the same reports. Automate them
with Watershed and choose from preconfigured reports that
answer your most pressing questions.

MAKE DATA-DRIVEN DECISIONS

Watershed is purpose-built for learning data and learning
teams. Find the most effective learning paths, identify skills
gaps, and eliminate scrap learning.

PROVE LEARNING IMPACT

Explore all your learning and performance data in one place
and measure how L&D programs are impacting intended
outcomes across the organization.

SCALABLE CONNECTIONS FROM ANY DATA SOURCE

Your ecosystem may grow over time, or you may simply wish
to connect more of your data sources, whatever their native
format. No problem, your reporting can grow with you.

Watershed is the brain of our global learning ecosystem, tracking and
measuring learner behavior. The capability to collect and standardize data
across all learning platforms in a standard format, regardless of the source,

aids in the continuous improvement of the learner experience.

L&D Strategist, Global Dealer Learning [Manufacturing]


